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23 July 1997 

Michael L. Van Gorder 
301 Green Farm Way 
Marietta, Georgia 30064-5102 

Dear Mr. Van Gorder, 

I am pleased that our Pt. Pinos Lighthouse is your favorite among many that you have 
visited. We agree that it is a special treasure and we take our responsibility of stewardship 
seriously, even though we do not own the property. 

The "Traffic Zone" laminate flooring to which you object so strongly will not be 
permanent. It was installed as an emergency solution after the wood under the asbestos tiles 
was discovered to be in very poor condition. There was less than a week before the 
lighthouse was to reopen to the public, a date that we had advertized widely. If we had not 
installed an interim flooring, many expectant visitors, yourself included, would have been 
disappointed to discover that the lighthouse was not reopening as advertized. Delaying your 
journey south would have proven futile; you would have found the lighthouse closed. 
Eventually the laminate floor will be replaced by a new wood floor that better represents the 
history of the lighthouse. 

Bathroom fixtures and the big stove have been retained. The bathtub has been 
restored and replaced where it was. The broken, modern toilet, however, has been replaced 
by an old-style pull-chain toilet selected by the Questers. The big stove was never part of the 
historic lighthouse but rather was purchased by the museum in the 1980's just to help make 
the lighthouse look historic. (It does not need that help.) Nevertheless, this big stove has 
become popular with our docents, so we have retained it. This stove is temporarily in storage 
while the room that recently housed it is being reconfigured to accommodate interpretive 
history exhibits. I expect it to return to that room. 

I made these decisions and many related ones after extensive input from my staff 
(including Bruce Handy), our volunteer docents (including Don Dean), and the Questers. We 
are always interested in suggestions. However, not all suggestions become implemented and 
decisions regarding the lighthouse never please everyone. I hope these explanations and 
updates help sooth your concerns. 

Sincerely, 

(Z- 

Stephen F. Bailey 
Museum Director 
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